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Meet our CRM – the Customer Interaction Hub, or just CIH. It’s the real time 

customer interaction engine of OneContact CC, build with one goal in 

mind: to provide to the agent a unified interface synched with all the 

relevant information about the customers and the interactions, whether 

they are inbound or outbound.

CIH assembles the historic and context data and displays to the agent 

the total context of previous interactions, whether they happened by 

voice, video, email, chat, social networks or other channels.

CIH 
A CRM designed for 

customer engagement 



The agent can easily browse the interactions and issues 

queue, filter it and pick up the next interaction

As soon as the interaction arrives to 

the contact center, CIH identifies the 

customer and displays all the relevant 

info to the agent, regardless of the 

channel used.

Graphic overview of recent issues and 

actions of the client, including a list of 

necessary and completed tasks 

Interaction Timeline

Previous Interactions and Issues

Omnichannel Capabilities



Manage and 

meet SLAs

Displays all the relevant 

info to the agents 

Easy management 

of issues 

CIH settings are easy to manage at OneContact Portal! SLAs, 

templates, signatures, contact uploading, issue operations and more 

options are configurable at one click.

Shelf and queue 

Suited to your needs

Agents can store interactions in their private shelf for later 

handling and pick up interactions from the Public Shelf, that stacks 

all the agent's unresolved queries. If an interaction is not solved 

after being in a shelf for a pre configurable amount of time, it 

moves to queue and gets attributed to an agent.

Key Benefits



Emailing Features

CIH includes advanced features for email management. 

Agents can apply categorization by issue type, display 

emails by thread, preview and attach files, use 

templates, select signatures, add comments and even 

send the email for approval.
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